
Reading:! The Second Urban Revolution, Postmetropolis (Chapter 2).
! ! Soja, Edward W.

! Soja's, chapter 2, The Second Urban Revolution tends to take the reader down 
the path, which says: 
! ! ! !
! ! ! ! the initial intent of dense urban form, is the capitalization of 
! ! ! ! human capital to extract resources "om the land, as we# as 
! ! ! ! manufacture the production of resources for extraction. 
!
! As in current society, politics is held by a distinct minority of the population, 
which manages and administers its social; economic; and physical environment. Thus 
“polis ideology”: politics; policy; polity; and police, led to a "leap in scale, scope, and 
political authority (Saga 2000)." 

! Since the policymakers where a distinct minority, Soja's adds: "The need for 
greater surveillance and control over labor power and distribution of the social 
product," lead his case- argument to the alignments of expansion, resulting the 
development from cave; to hut; to huts; the villages; to city; to city- state; to trade 
routes, to water ports to empire, eventually requiring militarization. 

! The new urbanization (the 2nd urban revolution) seem’d to gave cause to an re-
assessment of the physical form to capture the new set of value systems, manifested 
by increased wealth causing bifurcation of urban form. In one direction, the urban 
form caused by "societal reproduction, the creation of institutional structures that 
maintained the need for political, economic and cultural continuity to thrive and 
exist (Soja 2000). This societal reproduction could be compared to modern building 
boom times. In the time period of Soja’s investigation, Soja argues the causes of 
societal reproduction extended from more permanent grounding settlement 
patterns. 

! Soja states: "Geophysical conditions appeared to contributed to cause to 
grounding the urbanization process more permanently in place."  Agreed! However, 
the advancements in technological adaptations may have accelerated Soja's reasoning, 
similar to survival of extreme brutal winters in Europe with furnace systems, as well 
as expanding developments in Texas after the introduction of perfected air cooling 
systems allowing for more tolerable stability and less nomadic acts, caused by the 
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ability to provide: food (agriculture/ domestication of animal); water (port based 
economies) and shelter (societal reproduction).

! The subjected alignments, morphed into these said differences in a "second 
urban revolution, which readjusted its first power position, leading to a more refined 
system of control. In this; "strategic location as seaports and trading centers may 
have been essential to their [?] leading role in launching the second urban revolution 
(Saga 2000), which appears to have been nothing but expansion of empire economic- 
development, depending on which side of the gun barrel one is subjected to, during 
any sort of aggressive Act.

 ! As societies developed (city; city- state) the settlement patterns became more 
precise and deliberate, strategically settling regionalized trade routes made sense to 
render proximity protection of supplies and aid. For the same reasons, nomadic 
reasons to settle land also had the same objectives. 

! The said natural birthing of cities, and its urban form, principally relied on the 
extraction of resources, as well as the maintenance of manufacturing. In its natural 
settlement patterns, culture and civility manifested, leading to greater stabilization 
(kind- of like a good relationship, which always has one rushing home).

! As time progressed, a vast collection of minds, developed ways to better adjust 
to settlements both mentally; physically; and emotionally. These stable geophysical 
conditions gave way in- and- how we live today based on geophysical conditions. 

! Munfords case in bifurcation of urban form, may extend to expanding options 
or conditions causing adjustments, like Paris readdressing its urban form, and 
Houston being so young, real estate wise, lacking regard for history, knocking down 
developments with every economic boom, causing a divide of economic functionality.

! Is New- Urbanism a form of bifurcation? Why go back to a way of urbanism 
that worked, yet, abolished, only to return anew? Was the 2nd urban revolution, in 
fact, new- urbanism? Soja may be stating that.  With stable thriving settlement[s] of 
population and permanent placement gives way to the new- urbanism (a new 
interpretation of its current. 

! Concluding, I agree with the Soja case argument, and observation. As empire 
economies thrive, comes refinement, therefore, re-interpretation of the physical 
form, which readjusts itself by built environment (economic booms); environmental 
clean-ups (refinement from: farms, to factories; to commercial facades. 
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